
         

 

          

                                                                                                                                              

 

 

                                                                                                                                         

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                     

 

 

       

  

Wellsville Early Childhood Program Newsletter 
September 2013 

I hope that your child has enjoyed their first couple of weeks of 

school!  We have been busy reviewing labeling colors and 

recognizing letters in our names.  All of your children have been 

“playing” so hard and are already learning new concepts as well 

as how to interact and share with other children.   

Last week and this week we are discussing “Goldilocks and the 

Three Bears.” We are also starting with learning to label and make 

a “square.” Shapes are so important for the children because they 

have the “lines” and “curves” we need to form the letters in the 

alphabet.   

Next week we will continue to talk about squares and will begin to 

read the book “Brown Brown Bear What do you See?” by Eric 

Carle.  This book is fun to read because it is repetitive and the 

children who are ready to read can practice “reading.” The 

younger children can still work on sorting, matching and labeling 

colors. 

We have some important dates to remember: 

Date Time Event 

9/11 Afternoon No afternoon classes, early 

dismissal for the elementary 

9/12  Scholastic orders due 

9/25-26 Evening Parent-teacher conferences 

9/27 All day No classes for the elementary 

school 

10/10  End of the first 9 weeks 

10/9 All day Early dismissal 

 



Last week Tyler Miles won the SOAR award for the afternoon classroom for his good behavior on the bus.  I wanted to 

share a bit about the SOAR program that the entire school is implementing. 

SOAR stands for Safe, Outstanding, Accountable, & Respectful 

Our building now has expectations listed in each area (cafeteria, classrooms, restrooms, hallways, etc.)  Posters are hung 

in the areas with expectations listed for how to be safe, outstanding, accountable, and respectful in each area.  Teachers 

and staff are reviewing these expectations with students to help them learn all expectations in all areas. 

When students are going above and beyond expectations, they may be able to receive a SOAR card.  This is a small card 

that can be given to students by any staff member who witnesses their wonderful behavior/kind acts towards others.  

SOAR cards are then taken to the office and placed in a grade level jar.  At the end of each week, one SOAR card is drawn 

from each grade level jar.  That student’s name is announced over the intercom.  The student gets to come to the office 

and spin a “reward wheel.”  Wherever the spinner lands, that is the reward that the student receives.  Rewards can be 

things like an extra library book, line leader, special chair for the day, sock party for the class, music party for the class, 

popcorn for the class, etc.   

Color charts in the classrooms are new in the kindergarten through fifth grade classes this year too.  All students start 

their day on green (ready to learn).  If students are having troubles/need reminders from their teachers about correcting 

their behavior, they may have to change their color (move down on the color chart) to a different color.  If students have 

to clip down, they still have an opportunity to clip back up if they can correct & change their behavior.  If students are 

exhibiting great behavior, they may get to clip up to a higher color.  Once students reach the top color, they may receive 

a SOAR card from their teacher for outstanding behavior. Refer to the picture below:    

 

 I am also posting pictures and more information on our school web site.  If you go to the 

Wellsville Elementary school site:  http://www.wellsville-usd289.org/ and click on 

“schools”…“elementary school”…”pre-k”…”Katie Fender.” You will find past newsletters as 

well as current newsletters online telling you about our classroom. There is also a link to our 

classroom facebook page.  Access to the facebook page is only granted to parents and 

grandparents of children currently enrolled in the preschool classroom.   

Have a wonderful week and I will be sending out the parent/teacher conference schedule as 

soon as I have the information.   


